IWIN and IWIN Go –

let ’s get technical!

		We believe employees should have access to information when they need it at work, as they do when
they are at home. Consumers have instant access to high-quality learning content on almost any
topic imaginable, but the same can’t be said for corporate training.
That’s why we designed Information When I Need, or IWIN, to create adventurous learning experiences for all
employees from the frontline worker to the C-level executive. By utilising the latest technologies coupled with our
world-class learning content, we have transformed workplace learning from a rigid, unexciting experience to one
which is personalised, gamified and encourages continuous development for all employees.
Trusted by thousands of employees throughout Africa, Europe and The Middle East, IWIN is the platform of
choice for corporations with large workforces in compliance-heavy industries. With tools for learning, recruitment,
onboarding and talent management, IWIN serves as your go-to platform for all your people’s development needs.

So, what can IWIN do?
Customised to your brand and business
	IWIN is a white-labellable platform with applications for Learning, Recruitment, Onboarding and Talent
Management. We believe in creating a user experience that is aligned to your brand identity through branded
platform and content. With multiple permission levels, we ensure all employees and contractors can access
relevant information when they need it.

			

	
Data-friendly, accessible on any device

				Built from mobile up, enjoy an intuitive learning
experience with low data usage, even for
immersive content such as video, VR and AR.
By partnering with Africa’s largest connectivity
providers, we offer our clients the opportunity
to cover the cost of data related to learning
through our reversed billed data option.

	
Personalised learning journeys
	Keep employees engaged with suggested content
and learning paths based on position, department
and interests. With easy to use course tagging,
everyone gets the information relevant to them
while still having the freedom to explore
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new content.		
Content that’s easy to manage
				Ensure accuracy and compliance by independently
updating and adding content as needed with
our powerful content management system.
Our drag and drop CMS puts the power in your
hands to create stunning interactive content
while still providing the flexibility to upload legacy
e-learning content such as SCORM or AICC.

Open to integrate, ready to scale
	Hosted in our secure cloud environment or yours, IWIN is ready to scale as your business does. With
extensive experience and API documentation in third party HR applications integrations such as SAP,
Oracle and even Workday, we aim to provide you with a seamless people development experience all from
one platform.
Locally developed and supported
	As experts in change management and platform adoption, we understand the importance of good support.
Our in-house support team is available to provide you with adoption support, quick response to your queries
and system updates.

			

Decisions backed by data

				We understand that today’s workplace is driven
by data. With IWIN, you have access to live
reporting on one platform for all your learning
activities, assessments and progress. Flexible
dashboards and reporting empower you to
identify gaps and make decisions backed by
real-time data.

Any content you need on one platform
	From text to SCORM and everything in between, IWIN seamlessly hosts and displays your unique content.
Our powerful CMS allows you to upload existing content or create your own with drag and drop functionality.
Compatible with SCORM, HTML5, VR and AR.
Globally certified data storage and security
	
We take your privacy seriously with international banking grade security and extensive in-house protection
protocols on all of your data, ensuring POPIA and GDPR compliance. Our team will work closely with your
Information Management team to understand your security requirements and ensure that your data is secure
without compromising the learning experience.
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No data? No problem!
		With over 20 years of experience working with large corporations throughout Africa, we have
experienced first hand the challenges of learning in low connectivity areas. With only 48% of Africa
having access to the internet, it has been nearly impossible to ensure all sites receive the same
training without in-person interventions, until now.
With 250GB of local storage, learners can easily access immersive content such as video, VR and AR as well
as complete gamified assessments.
Once the device is back in an internet enabled location, our intuitive sync functionality enables all of the locally
stored data to be synced to the cloud and new content sent to the device, giving you complete visibility over
learning progress and ensuring updated content is issued regardless of location.
Introducing IWIN Go
IWIN Go utilises the latest Internet of Things (IoT) technology coupled with our award-winning LXP, IWIN,
to deliver completely offline digital learning experiences to your most remote locations.
Create engaging learning programs without data

Access content in remote locations
No data required for learners to access
materials or perform assessments

Plug & Play solution
Simple to use and operate
with no system training needed

Remotely managed
and tracked
Manage the device remotely
24/7 Live Geolocation Tracking

Secure stored on the cloud
Store all learning materials,
learner progress and data
on a secure cloud

More than just learning
WiFi enabled
Connect up to 10 devices at a time
Access content on any device

Connect to TV’s or other monitors
via USB or HDMI Ports to show
marketing and communication
materials

Ready to go? Get in touch!
Our team of people experts are ready to explore with you.
Email us:

info@winwinza.com

Call us:

Visit us:

17 Poplar Ave, Riverclub 2191

Website: www.winwinza.com
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